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KENT COUNTY AEROMODELERS NEWSLETTER JUNE 2013
COMING
ATTRACTIONS
FOR
JULY
2nd General Membership Meeting
7:00 PM Board of Directors immediately after if needed. Meeting
will not be held at the Field
6th KCAM Open House Saturday
8:00AM till 3:00 PM Rain Date
Sunday 7th 8Am till 3PM
20th Saturday 8:30PM - KCAM
Breakfast at Hall's Restaurant in
Wyoming, all members are invited
21st KCAM first Annual Gasser
day 8:00 AM till 4:00 PM.

Announcements (Stacey Vrem):

KCAM

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
THESE FINE
JUNE Flyers

TO

Bill Henschen
Joe O'Connell
Jerry Pisciotta

KCAM

A BIG
WELCOME
To
KCAM’s NEWEST
MEMBERS
BILL BLAKE
RAHUL SI'GH
JOSH STROUSE
DUSTI' WILSO'
and Returning Member
FRED RAMOS

OF
JUNE 2013
GENERL MEMBERSHIP
MEETING

Stacey welcomed everyone to the
meeting. There were 3 guests present at this meeting Matt Schiferl,
Dale Schiferl and Perry Boulter.
Matt and Dale joined the AMA
and will be joining the club soon.
Perry will be joining as soon as he
renews his AMA.
Sam Marinucci broke his ankle in
his shop working on planes, but he
is healing nicely. Bill has 50/50
tickets on sale. Fuel is still for sale
at $12 per gallon if you provide the
jug, $13 if you need a jug. See
Jerry, Reagan, Wayne or Stacey
while at the field for fuel. Club
also has patches for sale for $3.00
each and club hats for sale for
$10.00 each. See Reagan or Joe for
hats, and Reagan for patches.
Secretary’s Report (Reagan
Paquette):Reagan went over the
high lights of last month’s meeting
minutes, which were emailed to all
members and included both the
General and Board meetings. Curtis Merriman made a motion to
accept the minutes; Buddy Scott
seconded the motion with all present in favor.
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Treasurer’s Report (Joe O’Connell):Joe read over the report that
was passed around at the meeting.
The club balance is $x.xx with expenses for this month being $x.xx
and income being $x.xx. Bill Kennedy made a motion to accept the
report; Buddy Scott seconded the
motion with all present in favor.
For security reasons the dollar
amounts on the minutes sent out to
all members is blanked out. If any
member wants to know what the
true figures are please feel free to
contact Joe O’Connell the club
treasurer.
Membership Report (Curtis
Merriman):Curtis said we still
have 59 members, 6 students and 9
instructors.
Field
Report
(Jerry
Lisiecki):Jerry was not present at
the meeting. Merritt fixed the little
Toro mower and the Bolens is also
fixed and needs to be picked up
from the shop. Stacey will try to
pick it up this coming week.
'ewsletter Report (Stu Yeomans):Stu reminded everyone to
submit any articles for the Newsletter before the 15th of the month. He
also said he would not print any
jabs or ill will in the Newsletter.

The following story is an e-mail
from Steve Dodson, with minor
editing (ED)

BEAUTIFUL SANDTOWN FLYING FIELD
PHOTO by STU

Article below written by Steve Dodson Thanks Steve

We had a GREAT day out at KCAM's beautiful Sandtown flying
field. The day started off a little grey but NO WIND and the skies
were clearing. I brought out my little Lazy Bee which will not fly in
any wind and had no trouble flying it at all after getting it off the runway. This narrow gear stubby plane is by far the hardest plane I have
to taxi. Although the Lazy Bee is three channel. I was able to loop
and roll it and had a lot of fun just flying it around. We had several
new members out today including Eric Barker with his helicopters and
a really neat electric twin airplane that resembled a Cherokee. Rahul
was out with his Nextar and Kevin took it up for its maiden flight, after some linkage adjustment for more trim Kevin hooked up the cord
and Rahul got his first shot at the sticks. He did very well, (I think
he's spending time on the simulator). It won't be long and he will be
flying his solo. We also had a groundhog out on the hill today watching all the fun. This afternoon we had our first Fun Fly for the year
and 5 members participated. We had a blast with some of the new
events like BLIND TAXI where you stand with your back to the plane
while someone (Tim Fitzwater did this today) tells you which way to
go. While i was attempting this, Tim was telling me to go straight
your coming back to the line, the next thing I new Tim and Kevin are
running and all I hear is my plane zooming past. Bill Judd might
have wasted some money on his eye surgery or he has been flying
blind for a while because he had no trouble! HA, HA It really was a
lot of fun and I hope more members come out for the next one. Kevin
won this event with Curtis 2nd, Steve 3rd, Bill Judd 4th, and Reagan
LAST, (this has never happened for the 5 years I have been participating!! I hope he's not too upset but I asked him to take a picture of the
1st,2nd,3rd place finishers and we posed for the camera but I guess he
didn't press the shutter, because their were no pictures See you all
next weekend, don't forget Sunday will be our third annual warbird
day so if you have one bring it out for everyone to see. Better yet
FLY IT! Here is a link to today's pictures. http://www.flickr.com/
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Becoming complacent: Well I
was having a great flight on the
Habu 32, watching it zip past and
whoosh. I had someone next to
me chatting and I turned base to
final and a tree jumped right out
and smacked me in the nose.
Kory scrambled to the scene of
the crash and I followed suit, wiping tears from my eyes. I found
that the nose took the brunt of the
damage so I was very fortunate
and ordered, then replaced the
fuse to complete a once again
very sexy jet. So what's this about
complacency? Okay, you know
how you get used to that old bird
doing predictable things, well after a repair things change! I was
coming in after a great flight and
because the flaps were not remated to the elevators, I found
that she wanted to dive, since this
lady needs all the flaps she has to
land, I had no choice but to play
throttle correlation and elevator,
with the intent to keep the porpoise under control, so I did, but
ran low on airspeed just off the
end of the active and touched
down in front of the asphalt,
sheering a landing strut like a hot
knife through butter.
So lesson for an old dog, be alert
after a rebuild; really alert.
Until next time - have fun – be
safe … see you at the field
Ron
COPIED
FROM
THE
CIRCLE

CITY

NEWSLETTER.

Photo by STU

HOW ABOUT THIS !
Ole Stu got lucky, his beautiful
wife gave him a brick in the
WALK of FAME at AMA
HEADQUARTERS for his 86th
Birthday. Thanks Bonnie.

Photo by STEVEN

Photo by steven

In my humble opinion it is one
of the best planes for cutting the
wind. Highly aerobatic In years
gone by, in almost any fun fly
contest you might attend, you
would see a lot of sticks. I have
a lot of models, but if I were
still capable of flying in fun fly
competition it would be a 40 or
60 size stick by MID WEST
news Ed

Photo by Steve

FLYERS
EDITOR

ROLAND TWEED
Photo by Steve

Photo by steve

It’s Beautiful Airborne!
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On the Safe Side Beware the
"Hun" in the Sun by Jim Tiller
The phrase ‘Beware the Hun in
the Sun’ dates back to World War
I. Allied pilots used this idiom to
remember to watch for enemy airplanes using the glaring sun to
mask their diving attacks. It remains a standard combat tactic to
this day.
What does this have to do with
safety? How often have you heard
the dreaded, "I haven’t got it,"
while standing in the pits or on the
flightline. Although these are often
mechanical or radio issues, sometimes they are not. We have all
experienced the temporary loss of
orientation in flight and with those
new to the RC skies, it is more
common than we’d like to think.
Loss of control is one of the most
common reasons cited in severe
crashes. Therefore it becomes a
high-priority safety concern.
Although we usually don’t have to
worry about gun toting RC airplanes diving on us spitting bullets, the glaring sun can be a problem to even the most experienced
RC pilots when our airplane flies
across the orb of the sun. For those
few seconds and the time it takes
for your eyes to recover, you have
lost control of your aircraft.
What can we do to minimize the
problem? First, given we aviate
mostly for recreation; we can
choose when and where we fly.
We can choose to post-pone flight
until the sun is in a more favorable
position or find a spot of sky that

does not bring our line of sight
across the sun. but at a contest or
a fun-fly sometimes we don’t
have a choice. Anything else we
can do? On bright, sunny days,
wear good quality polarized sun
glasses (they should also be
ANSI-rated safety lenses as wellsee a previous safety column).
Remember that even the best
sunglasses will not protect your
eyes from damage when looking
directly at the sun, but they will
help with the glare and
minimize the time your airplane
disappears in the sky. Combine
glasses with a hat or cap with a
bill. This gives you a built-in sun
visor.
But gizmos only go so far. What
do you do when your airplane
disappears in the sun? The simple answer is don’t panic, it will
reappear again on the other side.
Keep the sticks where they were
and let the airplane do the flying.
Try not to do anything frantic
until you have reac-quired the
plane on the other side. This may
sound like simple advice, but it
is easy—especially for new pilots—to get disoriented.
One of the most common problems is to mistake the orientation
of the airplane as it reappears as
a shadow. Once again, let it fly
for a moment as you reestablish
your visual cues as to attitude
and direction. If that fails, give a
small stick movement to the left.
If it turns left, it is going away
from you, if it turns right, it is
coming toward you. These small
test movements will soon get

you back to normal. This advice is
also good for newbie's when your
airplane gets out there so far you
can’t see it clearly anymore.
Another problem encountered
when you go through the sun is
white spots that appear in your
eyes from the sensory overload.
These spots can be bad enough
that you can’t see your airplane. In
this case, remember the spots most
often occur in the center of your
vision, so re-establish contact using your peripheral vision.
In this or any serious loss-ofcontrol situation, immediately call
out for help. As I began this discourse, the words "I haven’t got it"
will certainly get the attention of
those around you. Briefly explain
your situation and have them help
you return the plane to level flight.
Even if you are an experienced
pilot, hand over the transmitter if
need be. Don’t be embarrassed or
prideful. Safety should be your
first concern. And it could also
save one of your expensive airplanes.
Still, it might be fun to put on the
leather flying helmet and the dark
goggles that those vintage aviators
wore in days of old. Throw in a
silk scarf for good measure. It
won’t do much for helping your
vision on sunny days, but it will
certainly make you noticed at the
flying field.
The above article was
copied from Circle City
Flyers newsletter.
Roland Tweed Editor
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First of all Happy Fathers day to all you old and young dads!
We had our
3rd. annual warbird day at the field today with a record 24 planes on display!
That's a good number of warbirds and I know there are more in the club, I left
two home so did Reagan and there are members that did not come out today
with some so next year lets try to get 30 or more!
That will beat Stik day even
with Reagan's bread truck full.
Speaking of bread trucks, Stacy had his "mobil
hangar" out today, check out the warbird paint scheme.
PRETTY COOL!
Stu
was out today with his AT-6 Texan, this was probably the most scale plane
out today.
Stacey had the most warbird's with 7, a Bird Dog, P-40, P-51, P-47
A-10 and two Corsair's.
I also know there are a couple more in the works for
Stacey, he will have his truck as full as Reagan's!
There were some sons out
today for Fathers day including Don Vincent's son Don. Don jr. is also an
accomplished rc pilot and brought out an electric Edge that he flew very well. I left early today so I don't
know how many of the warbirds flew I know Stacy tried to fly the Bird Dog but the engine quit right after
takeoff and Reagan was having an issue with his on board glow driver when I left. Maybe some of these nice
planes will be back next weekend for the picnic. See you all there.

This very nicely written article was copied from E-Mail from Steven Dodson “Thanks Steve”

PHOTO by STU
This is all for now folks
Keep them flying and take a kid with you.

